Guidelines of Hannover Biomedical Research School (HBRS) for dealing with
conflict situations during the PhD time
In principle, conflicts should be discussed in the respective lab/ department and, if by any
means possible, a solution should be found. If this fails, several contact persons are
available:
- Two co-supervisors
- PhD or HBRS office
- Class representative (for students)
- International Office of MHH (primarily for international students)
- Program speaker (or vice speaker)

Always available:
- Dean of HBRS (Prof. Dr. R.E. Schmidt)
- Dean of Research (Prof. Dr. Frank M. Bengel)
- Ombudsman and Good Scientific Practise (Prof. Dr. T. Werfel and his assistant Dr. Beate
Schwinzer)

If a solution of a conflict after consultation of the above contact persons cannot be
found, there are the following alternatives:
1.) Change of project:


Within the first 6 months (time of probation) a change of a research project and lab is
possible by mutual agreement of student and supervisor/program committee. Prior to that,
the respective PhD office and the PhD program committee have to be informed. They give
their formal consent upon request.



A change of a research project and lab after the first 6 months requires at first a
moderated discussion with a member of the PhD committee and the respective PhD
student and supervisors (preferably the whole thesis advisory group). A student
representative of the PhD committee might be invited as well to that discussion. After that
the PhD committee gives their recommendations. Only after the official approval, the
”working contract“ between student and supervisor will be cancelled.



The PhD student may search for a new research project/ lab him-/herself or ask for support
in the PhD or HBRS office. Very often, there are still “open projects” available, also a direct
approach of project leaders is feasible. In addition, there is the internal MHH job market on
(https://mhh.hr4you.org/bewerber).
[Of course, the PhD student may approach the PhD or HBRS office anytime beforehand to
receive information and advice. The PhD offices and the HBRS office will handle every
consultation as “confidential“.]
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2.) Drop out of a program:
a) By accepting the offer of a position in a HBRS program, the student is entering into an
agreement with HBRS. The student commits him-/herself to stay at least 3 years at Hannover
Medical School. An active quitting of a program by the students can or should only happen very
rarely and can only be tolerated if there are extremely good reasons. Prior to a drop out, every
other possibility and solution should have been well considered!
b) In principle, the dismissal from a program by HBRS is possible. However, there have to be very
strong reasons to do so:


A project matching was not successful up to the end of the time of probation (first 6
months) despite all efforts made by the PhD programs and HBRS
and/or



There are strong concerns regarding the qualification and ability of a student, even after
changes of the PhD research project / lab. [In total, not more than two changes of a
project should be allowed, before and after the time of probation]



Violation against the rules of good scientific practise (see below)



serious misconduct such as committing criminal offence

3.) Violation against the rules of good scientific practise:
A serious violation against the rules of good scientific practise must be reported immediately,
regardless of the status of the guilty party (student or supervisor)!
The Ombudsman of MHH (Prof. T. Werfel) is responsible for this notification. The further
procedures will be according to rules of MHH.
In case of violation against the rules of good scientific practise by a PhD student, HBRS may
dismiss the student and, if applicable, deprive the PhD graduate of the doctor’s degree (PhD oder
Dr.rer.nat.).
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